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Southern California Edison Company ("SCE") provides the following comments concerning the 
proposed changes to the Renewables Portfolio Standard Eligibility Guidebook ("RPS 
Guidebook"). As discussed below, additional revisions should be made to the draft revised RPS 
Guidebook. 

Date for 

As SCE included in its comments to the Energy Commission on October 12,2007, the proposed 
changes to the RPS Guidebook include a modification to require RPS and SEP certified 
facilities, retail sellers, and procurement entities to participate in WREGIS as part of RPS 
compliance beginning January 1,2008. SCE and other load serving entities should not be 
requirededto use WREGIS as the sole vehicle for demonstrating compliance with California's RPS 
program until certain implementation issues have been fully resolved. 

Although WREGIS was activated in June 2007, none of the three major California utilities 
("IOUs") has signed the Terms of Use Agreement ("Agreement") that is required by account 
holders before they can begin to use WREGIS to report renewable generation. Furthermore, 
another key user of WREGIS, the California Independent System Operator ("CAISO"), also has 
yet to execute the Agreement. Staff and counsel for this Commission, the IOUs, the Western 
Energy Coordinating Council ("WCC") and CAISO have been in discussions over the past few 
months regarding various issues with the Agreement, many of which have been resolved. There 
are, however, a few major outstanding issues regarding liability, indemnification and intellectual 
property rights that must be resolved before the Agreement canbe signed or other steps are 
taken. 

These parties are working diligently to resolve these issues as soon aspossible, but when and if 
these efforts will prove successful remains uncertain, as are the consequences of failing to reach 
mutually acceptable terms. If these issues are still being resolved and finalized, RPS obligated 
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entities may not be able to fully participate in WREGIS beginning on January 1,2008. It is 
premature to require participation in WREGIS by the hard date of January 1,2008, and the CEC 
should adopt a more flexible approach to transitioning from the current tracking system to 
WREGIS. 

SCE prefers that the Commission revise the RPS Guidebook to provide for a one year period of 
parallel reporting and tracking beginning when the current discussions on the Terms of Use 
Agreement conclude successfully. Although SCE recognizes that this may result in additional 
administrative burdens for both reporting entities and Commission staff, this approach is 
necessary and appropriate to ensure that, in the event WREGIS is not fully capable of serving its 
intended purpose, neither the reporting entity nor regulators will lack the necessary information 
to determine RPS compliance. 

On page 7, the draft Guidebook states in the first 111 paragraph 

The CPUC sets an "incremental procurement target" (IPT) for this 1 percent or greater 
annual increase and sets the APT for total annual RPS-eligible procurement requirements. 
The first year in which PG&E, SCE, and SDG&E were subject to an APT and IPT was 
2004. The first year ESPs were subject to an APT was 2006. 

and 
CPUC Decision 06-10-050 (Rulemaking 06-05-027) determined that "any RPS-eligible 
procurement may be used to satisfy any portion of the APT." Further, any RPS-eligible 
procurement may be used to satisfy the IPT .I1 When a retail seller procures energy and 
the associated renewable and environmental attributes fiom a facility that is RPS 
certified, then the procurernent may count towards the retail seller's APT, including its 
IPT, assuming the transaction meets applicable delivery requirements and other eligibility 
criteria. 

l ~ h e  CPUC is refining its definitions and compliance rules through Rulemaking 06-02- 
012 and R.06-05- 027. 

SCE recommends deleting any and all references to the Incremental Procurement Target (IPT) 
and also footnote 11. As the CPUC stated in Finding of Fact in D.06-10-050, 

2. An APT-based reporting methodology measures each of the most important elements 
of an LSE's renewable procurement: baseline, increasing procurement by at least 1% 
each year, and achieving 20% by 2010. 
3. Compared to the initial proposal, an APT-based system is simpler; easier to understand 
and administer; reasonably incorporates necessary incentives; is consistent with the letter 
and spirit of the law; and, based on test data, is reasonable. 

Continued inclusion of references to the IPT is confbsing and unnecessary. 








